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INTING, J.: 

This resolves the Petition1 for Certiorari un,ler Rule 65 in relation 
to Rule 64 of the Rules of Court filed by the Zamboanga City Water 
District (ZCWD), represented by its General Manager Leonardo Rey D. 
Vasquez, assailing the Decision No. 2014-1822 d.:::;,ted August 28, 2014 

• On official leave. 
" On official leave. 
••• Gn official leave. 
1 Rollo, pp. 3-21. 

Id. at 37-42; signed by :.'.hairperson Ma. Gracia M. Pulido Tar: and Commissioners Heidi L. 
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and the Resolution3 dated Mar h 9, 2015 of the Commission on Audit 
(COA) Commission Proper (C A Proper). In the assailed issuances, the 
COA Proper upheld the Notice of Disallowance (ND) No. 10-127(09)4 

dated September 7, 2010 which disallowed the payment of 
PS,127,523.00 financial subsidy to ZCWD officials and employees. 

The Antecedents 

ZCWD is a local water istrict created pursuant to the Provincial 
Water Utilities Act of 1973. 5 It is also a government-owned and 
-controlled corporation (GOCC).6 

On May 13, 2009, fo er President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo 
signed MemoranduL.1 Circular No. (MC) 1747

. calling all government 
agencies, including GOCCs, ' to support the Philippine Government 
Employees Associat;on's pubic sector agenda" and mandating as 
follows: 

In view thereof, 11 government agencies, including 
Government Owned and Con oiled Corporations, State Universities 
and Colleges are hereby enj ined to provide the following to their 
employees: 

shuttle service; 

finan,:ial subsidy and other needed support to make the 
Botika ng Bayan ore accessible to them; . 

scholarships pro ·ams for their children with siblings; 

PX mart that ell affordable commodities and the 
provision of its se d fund. 

The DOLE is hereby directed to monitor and to ensure the 
implementation of this Circul r. (Italics supplied.) 

Mendoza and Jose A. Fabia; and atteste by Director IV and Commission Secretariat Nilda B. 
Plaras. 

3 Id at43. 
4 Id at 60-6 I. 
5 Presidential Decree No. (PD) 198, appro ed on May 25, 1973. 
6 See Davao City Water District v. CSC, 278 Phil. 605 (1991). , 
7 Entitled "Enjoining Go,;,;:mment Age cies, Including Government Owned and Controlled 

Corporations, State Univvrsities and Coleges to Support the Philippine Government Employees 
Association's Public Sectm Agenda," ap loved on May 13, 2009, 
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In a letter dated November 25, 2009,8 ZCWD, through General 
Manager Leonardo Rey D. Vasquez, submitted the following queries to 
the Office of the Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC) relative to 
MC l 74's provisions: "(I) does [ZCWD] have the power to prescribe the 
amount to be granted as financial subsidy?; (2) are the benefits 
enumerated in [MC 174] in the nature of "de m/:1-imis" benefits and/or 
can be treated as such by ZCWD?; and (3) how often can ZCWD allow 
the grant.of such subsidy (monthly or annually)?"9 

In the meanLime, the ZCWD Board of Directors (Board) 
nonetheless granted a financial subsidy in favor of ZCWD officials and 
employees through Board Resolution No. 206 10 dated December 7, 2009, 
vzz.: 

RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved, to approve the grant of 
Financial Subsidy authorized under [MC 174] dated May 13, 2009 to 
an amount eqmvalent to one (1) month salary of every ZCWD 
Officials and -~mployees irrespective of the nature of their 
appointments, ·whether permanent, casual, temporary or contractual 
who have rendered at least a total or an aggregate of four ( 4) months 
service including leaves of absence with pay. Provided: That 
employees who Lave rendered services less than four (4) months shall 
be entitled to ~uch benefit pro rata. Provided further: That the 
Guidelines, her'.::with annexed, be adopted for purposes of 
implementation c-f [MC 174]. · 

xxxx 

ATTESTED: 

(signed) 
EDWIN N. MAKASIAR 

Chairman 

(signed) 
MILAGROS L. FERNANDEZ 

Director 

(signed) 
MS. NELIDA F. ATILANO 

Secretary 

(8-igned) 
GREGORJ,J I. MOLINA 

Vice Chairman 

(signed) 
EFREN ARANEZ 

Director 
8 As culled form the Offic,- -)fthe Government Corporate Counsel Opinion No. 001, Series of2010 

dated January 4, 2010, roll.!, p. 56-8. 
9 Id. 
10 Id. at 56-56-A. 
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Ori even date, the Board also issued guidelines 11 on the financial 
subsidy grant reiten..ting that each covered official or employee shall 
receive a financial subsidy equal to one month~s salary; and that a11 
official or employee is covered by the grant irrespective of the nature of 
his appointment, provided he/she satisfies the service requirements under 
the guidelines. 

Two days a:fti~r, or on December 9, 2009, ZCVlD paid an 
aggregate amount of PS,127,523.00 representing the financial subsidy 
granted through Bomd Resolution No. 206. 

Subsequently, OGCC responded to ZCWD's previous query and 
issued Opinion No. 001,12 Series of 2010 dated January 4, 2010 (OGCC 
Opinion) as follows: 

Anent your first query [ZCWD's pow~r to prescribe the 
amount to be brranted as financial subsidy], we answer in the 
affirmative. The (MC 174] itself does not providr:; for the amount of 
financial subsidy x x x. The Department of Budget and Management 
(DBM) has not issued a set of guidelines on the ircplementation of the 
said [MC 174]. :-ience, considering that water districts generate their 
own income, it i~ our view that the Board has sufficient discretion and 
authority to detem1ine the amount of the financial subsidy .that i~ will_ 
grant through a "board resolution, subject to the availability of funds. It 
is noted though -.chat the financial subsidy is intended to support the 
Botika ng Bayai.1., and thus, would presumably be for the purpose of 
purchasing medij_nes. 

We likywise answer your second query [nature of benefits 
enumerated under MC 174] in the affirmative. Finan~ial subsidies 
given pursuant to [MC 174] may be classified as "de minimis" 
benefits which are not subject to withholding taY on compensation 
pursuant to Section 2. 78.1 (B) (11) (b) of Revenue Regulation No. 2-
98. These are heing given to address the nee,J.s of government 
employees in th1: midst of the present global economic crisis, thus: 

xx'xx 

As to your third query [frequency of grant], [MC 174] is 
likewise silent 'HS to how often a GOCC may grant the financial 

11 Guidelines on the Grant of Financial Subsidy to ZCWD Officiais and Employees Pursuant to 
Memorandum Circular Ne,, 174 dated May 13, 2009, id. at 54-55. . 

12 Id at 56-B-57; signed by "hen Government Corporate Counsel Alberto C. Agra. 
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subsidy. Hence, unless the Office of the President or the DBM will 
issue guidelines in_ the implementation thereof, it is our considered 
view that there art! no legal objections if ZCWD were to adopt its own 
guidelines on the frequency of the grants, which as mentioned earlier, 
would be subjeci. to availability of funds. 

Please be guided accordingly. 

Very truly yoms, 

(signed) 
ALBERTO C. AGRA 

Government Corporate Counsel 13 

Later in 20 I 0~ as a result of their investigation, .the COA audit 
team issued Audit Observation Memorandum No. (AOM) ZCWD-2010-
05(09)14 dated July ';;l, 2010 finding the subject disbursement violative 
of Section 57 of Republic Act No. (RA) 9524, otherwise known as the 
General Appropriations Act of2009 (2009 GAA), which provides: 

SECTION 57. Personal Liability of Officials or Employees for 
Payment of Unauthorized Personal Services Cost. - No official or 
employee of the national government, LGUs, and GOCCs shall be 
paid any persoff:. el benefits charged against the appropriations in this 
Act, other apprnpriations laws or income of the government, unless 
specifically auth,)rized by law. Grant of personnel benefits authorized· 
by law b~t not supported by specific appropriations shall also be 
deemed unauthorized. 

The payment of any unauthorized personnel benefit in 
violation of this section shall be null and void. The erring officials and 
employees shall 1::,e subject to disciplinary action under the provisi9ns 
of Section 43, Ch.apter 5 and Section 80, Chapter 7, Book VI of E.O. 
No. 292, and to appropriate criminal action under existing penal laws. 

Further, the audit team recommended the refund by ZCWD 
officials and employ1_'.e~ of the financial subsidies so received. 15 

Based on the ;ibove-mentioned findings, tbe COA issued ND No. 
10-127(09) 16 dated ~~eptember 7, 2010. In disallowing the payment of 
13 Id. 
14 Id at 58-59. 
15 Id. at 59.· 
16 Id. at 60. 
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financial subsidy amounting to PS,127,523.00, COA further explained: 

[MC 17L1] particularly item no. 2 of the above paragraph 
cannot be used as the legal basis for the payment of such benefit since 
the "financial st1bsidy" meant monetary assistance to the Botica ng 
Bayan and not to the employees of the agency. The MC di4 not. 
specifically mention that financial assistance sha11 be given to the 
employees, The phrase "financial subsidy" should not be taken out of 
context. 11 

It found all L:CWD officers and employees who received the 
financial subsidy liable for the disallowance and 1.)rdered them to refund 
the amounts so recei,.~ed. 18 

• 

Consequently, ZCWD appealed19 the disalJowance to the COA 
Regional Director. 

Ruling of the COA Regional Director 

In Decision No. 2012-1220 dated February 6, 2012, COARegional 
Director Roberto T. Marquez denied ZCWD's appeal and upheld the 
disallowance. He opined as follows: · 

11 Id. 
is Id 

In the cas,~ of Yap vs. COA xx x the Supreme Court held: 

xxxx 

xx x Sucb board action should in itself be authori~ed by law 
or regulation or have valid legal basis. Otherwise, it becomes an 
illegal corporate set that is void and cannot be validated.xx x21 

xx x Sec1ion 2 of MC 174 relied upon by the appellant does 
not stand on its ,,wn but has to be harmonized with Section 8, Article 
IX-B of the l 98~' Constitution, Section 4 of PD 1445 and [the] ruling 
laid down by the [Court] in the case of Yap vs. COA x x x. It is basic 
that a law should be construed in harmony with and not in violation of 
the Constitution xx x.22 

19 Id. at 62-"68. 
20 IJ. at 69-72; signed by Di.-cctor IV Roberto T. Marquez, Regional Director. 
21 Id at 71; emphasis and italics omitted. 
22 Id. at 72. 
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Aggrieved, ZCWD elevated the case to the COA Proper. 

Ruling of the COA Proper 

In the assailed Decision, the COA Proper affirmed the COA 
Regional Director's ruling. It held that, contrary to the mandate of 
ZCWD Board Resolution No. 206, MC 17 4 did nJt authorize any direct 
payment to the employees. The COA Proper discussed as follow_s: 

This Commission concurs with the interpretation of the [Audit 
Team Leader]. C'ontrary to the assertion of the Petitioners, [MC 174] 
does not suggest chat the financial subsidy should be paid directly to 
the employees. The more plausible conclusion is to direct the payment 
of financial subs;dy to the Botika ng Bayan; othenvise, the phrase "to 
make Botika ng ~fayan more accessible" should not have been added 
in the first place Moreover, the financial subsidy is intended to make 
the Botika ng Bayan more accessible to the government employees. If 
payment of financial subsidy should be made directly to the 
employees, as Sltggested by the Petitioners, the money received may 
not necessarily be used to purchase medicines or to purchase !hem_ 
froin the Botika •ig Bayan. This is beyond what is contemplated under 
[MC 174V3 

Hence, ZCWL filed the present petition. 

Issues 

In the present case, the Court shall resolve whether the COA 
Proper gravely abused its discretion when it upheld the disallowance of 
the financial subsict / amounts paid to ZCWD employees. Petitioner 
claims that the COA Proper committed grave abuse: (a) in ruling that 
MC 174 does not aei:horize direct payment to government employees as 
it contemplates a fo mncial subsidy directly in favor of the Botika ng 
Bayan; and (b) in denying their motion for reconsideration by way of a 
one-page notice without exhaustively resolving the merits thereof, and 
thus, failing to disf nctly state the facts and the law ·on which it is 
bas-.;d.24 

23 Id. at 40. 
24 Id at 10. 
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The Courts Ruling 

The petit~on lacks merit. 

At the onset, the Court emphasizes that Our power to review COA 
decisions via Rule 64 petitions is limited to jurisdictional errors 'Or 
grave abuse of discretion. 25 The Court generally upholds the COA's 
ruling, especially in the clear absence of grave abuse on its part.26 

A perusal of the petition reveals that only one issue is a bona fide 
imputation of grave abuse: that the COA · Proper violated the 
constitutional mandate that all decisions must clearly and distinctly 
contain its factual and legal bases. Petitioners point out that the COA 
Proper resolved ZCWD's motion for reconsideration of its Decision 
dated August 28, 2014 only "by way of a one-page notice, which does 
not exhaustively reso.lve the merits presented."27 

The Court di::iagrees with petitioners. 

Verily, it is recognized in jurisprudence that the constitutional rule 
requiring a clear and distinct statement of factual and legal basis of a 
resolution/decision j;~: an indispensable component of the litigant's right 
to due process.28 Violation thereof amounts to · grave abuse of 
discretion.29 

However, the mere brevity of the COA Proper's resolution does 
not equate to grave abuse.30 To recall, the COA iroper denied ZCWD's 
motion ''for failure (o raise new matter[s] or show sufficient ground to 
justify reconsideration of the assailed [d]ecision."31 This reasoning 
sufficiently justifie$ its denial. 

25 See Fontanilla v. The Commissioner Proper, COA, 787 Phil. 713 (2016). 
26 See Ramiscal v. Commission on Audit, 819 Phil. 597 (2017). 
27 Rollo, p. l 6. 
28 Gov. East Oceanic Leasing and Finance Corporation, G.R. No. 206841-42, Januaty 18, 2019. 
29 See Fontanilla v. The Conmissioner Proper, CUA, supra note 25. 
30 See Fortune Life Insurance Company, Inc. v. COA Proper, et al., 752 Phil. 97 (2015). 
31 Rollo, p. 43. 
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Notably, ZCWD offered no new arguments and alleged no novel 
facts in its motion. The COA Proper already found these unmeritorious. 
Thus, it did not need to reevaluate the same antecedents, issues, and 
evidence it previously passed upon in the decision sought to be 
reconsidered and reiterate the very same findings and legal justifications 
in an exhaustive resolution.32 

That being said, the remaining issue raised in the present petition 
are not averments of grave abuse of discretion against the COA. At best, 
the errors imputed upon the COA Proper are merely errors of judgment 
that cannot be remedied via certiorari. 33 To be sure, petitioner bears the 
burden of proving "not merely reversible error"34 committed by the COA 
Proper, but "such a capricious and whimsical exercise of judgment as is 
equivalent to lack ofjurisdiction."35 

In any case, after a careful review of the records, the Court finds 
that the disallowance of financial subsidy paid to ZCWD employees was 
proper. 

MC 17 4 prescribes the grant of 
financial subsidy directly to 
government employees. 

The mandate of MC 17 4 is clear which is "to provide the 
following [benefits] to [government] employees." One of these benefits 
is the crux of the present controversy: the provision of a "financial 
subsidy or other needed support to make the Botika ng Bayan more 
accessible to them."36 

The COA, through the Office of the Solicitor General, argues that 
the circular could not have intended the financial subsidy to be given 
directly to the employees. Otherwise, "the money received may not [ be 
necessarily] used to purchase [medicine]from [the] Botika ng Bayan, or, 
worse, may be used to purchase things other than [medicine]."37 

3z SeeAgoy v. Araneta Center, Inc., 685 Phil. 246 (2012). 
33 See Ramiscal v. Commission on Audit, supra note 26 at 604. 
34 See Fernandez v. Commission on Audit, G.R. No. 205389, November 19, 2019. 
35 Id., citing Career Executive Service Board v. Commission on Audit, G.R. No. 212348. June 19, 

2018, 866 SCRA475, 488 
'6 Rollo, p. 53. 
37 ld.at91. 
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The Court does not subscribe to this interpretation .. 

The circular's plain meaning instructs government agencies to 
give certain benefits (i.e., shuttle service, financial subsidy, scholarship 
programs, PX mart) for the direct enjoyment and consumption of ~ts 
employees. As clear: as it is, the circular "must be given its literal 
meaning and applied without attempted interpretatio_n. "38 That the 
employees will use the financial subsidy for some other purpose when it 
is paid directly to them is both specious and speculative. 

Thus, the grant of the subject financial subsidy directly to ZCWD 
employees finds basis on MC 174. Having been authorized by law, this 
grant did not violate the 2009 GAA. 

ZCWD Board Resolution No. 
206 was issued ultra vires. 

While MC 174 prescribes the prov1s10n of a financial subsidy 
directly to government employees; it did not mention the amount 
thereof. In the prese.ut case, the Bo.ard, through Board Resolution No. 
206,39 effectively took upon itself to fix the financial subsidy at an 
amount equal to 01ic-month :S salary. 

However, they were not free to determine the amount to be given 
to ZCWD employees. That the circular was silent as to the financial 
subsidy amount cannot be construed as a government instrumentality's 
implied authority to fix it on its own. 

To be sure, ZCWD Board has no authority to fill in the details of 
what MC 174 may have been lacking. Verily, the Provincial Water 
Utilities Act of 1973 empowers the boards of local water districts such as 
ZCWD to promulga11.:': rules and regulations. However, their rule-making 
power shall be. limi;_,~d to setting policies in relation to "local water 
supply and wastewater disposal systems x x x to achieve national goals 
and the objective a/providing public waterworks services to the greatest 
number at least cost. '40 

38 Bolos v. Bolos, 648 Phil. 630, 637 (2010). 
39 Rollo, pp. 56-56-A. 
40 Section 2. PD 198 provid, s: 
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As things presently stand, there is no law _supporting the Board's 
self-determination ol' the financial subsidy amount. Thus, their decision 
to grant and pay thi;; subject financial subsidy was made ultra vzres, 
which renders the subsequent disbursement illegal. 

Parenthetically; even the amount so granted by the Board-a full 
month's salary-finds no basis in law. First, MC 174 granted the 
financial subsidy to 0nable government employees to gain more access 
to the Botika ng Bayan and to low-cost medicine.41 A month's salary, 
especially those received by high-ranking officials, appears to be 
disproportionate to the medicine purchases envisioned by the circular 
and incoherent to its overall objective. Second, the subject subsidy may 
be considered as a form of medical benefit, which is typically subject to 
the limits set by applicable laws. Letter of Implementation No. 97, s. 
1979,42 for instanct', provides a cap of "P2,500.00 per annum per 

SECTION 2. Declw,ition of Policy. - The creation, operation, maintenance and 
expansion of reliable ar,d economically viable and sound water supply and wastewater 
disposal system for population centers of the Philippines is hereby declared to be an 
objective of national pc licy of high priority. For purpose of achieving said objective, the 
formulation and operafrm of independent, locally controlled public water districts is found 
and declared to be the :11ost feasible and favored institutional st,·ucture. To this end, it is 
hereby declared to be in the national interest that said districts be formed and that local 
water supply and wastc;.ater disposal systems be operated by and throngh_such districts to 
the greatest extent practicable. To encourage the formulation of such local water districts 
and the transfer thereto to existing water supply and wastewater disposal facilities, 
this Decree provides th, general act the authority for the formation thereof, on a local 
option basis. It is like\, ise declared appropriate, necessary and 1:idvisable that all funding 
requirements for such ;ocal water systems, other than those provided by local revenues, 
should be channeled through and administered by an institution on the national level, 
which institution shall be -responsible for and have authority to promulgate and enforce 
certain rules and regulations to achieve national goals and the objective of providing public 
waterworks services to the greatest number at least cost, to effect system integration or 
joint investments and operations whenever economically warranted and to assure the 
maimenance of uniform standards, training of personnel ar.d the adoption of sound 
operating and accounting procedures. 

41 It is state policy to "adopt an integrated and comprehensive approa,~h to health development which 
shall endeavor to make es.',ential goods, health and other social services avai_Iable to all the people 
at affordable cost," ffection II, Article XII, 1987 Constitution). Thus, the Botika ng 
E:zyan/Barangay ProgrrJ:1 _ was implemented to establish drug outlets "to improve access to 
essential drugs and the grneral healthcare of the population, especially the poor" (Implementing 
Rules and Regulations of RA 9502 (Universally Accessible, Cheaper and Quality Medicines Act 
of 2008), Joint DOH-DT,-IPO-BFAD Administrative Order No. 01-08, [November 4, 2008]), 
more specifically "to se11, distribute, offer for sale and/or make available low-priced generic home 
remedies, over-the-counte: (OTC) drugs and x x x selected x x x prescription antibiotic drugs," 
pursuant to (Departme'r.t ~1f Health Administrative Order No. 144, s. 2004, Guidelines for the 
Establishment and Operations of Botika ng Barangays (BnB) and Pharm?-ceutical "Distribution 
Networks). Emphasis sµpplied. 

42 Signed on August 31, 1979. Available on: <https://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/1979/08/31/letter
of-implementation-no-97--s-1979/> (last accessed: October 23, 20211). 
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official/ employee." 

Thus, even if the Court brushes aside the ultra vires character of 
Board Resolution. No. 206, the subject disbursement may still be 
disallowed for being unnecessary43 and/ or excessive. 44 

The Board did not act in good 
faith. 

The Court also does not find merit in the Board's claim that they 
acted in good faith because they merely relied on the OGCC opinion 
seemingly allowing them to proceed with the financial subsidy's payout. 

Their good faith is negated by their decision to issue the subject 
resolution and internal guidelines instructing the financial subsidy 
disbursement without even bothering to wait for the formal issuance of 
OGCC s opinion. The facts reveal that by the time the OGCC had issued 
its opinion, the Board had already completed the disbursement. In other 
words, the opinion was already rendered obsolete by the Board's 
premature actions. Any reliance on the belated OGCC opinion could 
only be discounted as mere afterthoughts. 

All told, that they sought to clarify with the OGCC the manner by 
which MC 17 4 should be implemented only shows that the Board was 
well-aware of its ambiguity. However, instead of remaining prudent by 
simply awaiting implementing rules expressly providing the amount of 
financial subsidy to be granted under MC 17 4, the Board proceeded to 
grant and pay the benefits on its own. 
43 Paragraph 3.2, COA Circular No. 85-55-A (September 8, 1985) defines unnecessary expenditures 

as follows: "x x x expenditures which could not pass the test of prudence or the diligence of a 
good father of a family, thereby denoting non-responsiveness to the exigencies of the service. 
Unnecessary expenditures are those not supportive of the implementation of the objectives and 
mission of the agency relative to the nature of its operation. This would also include incun-ence of 
expenditure not dictated by the demands of good government, and those the utility of which can 
not be ascertained at a specific time. An expenditure that is not essential or that which can be 
dispensed with without loss or damage to property is considered unnecessary. The mission and 
thrusts of the agency incurring the expenditures must be considered in determining in whether or 
not an expenditure is necessary." 

44 Paragraph 3.3, COA Circular No. 85-55-A (September 8_, 1985) defines excessive expenditures as 
follows: "unreasonable expense or expenses incun-ed at an immoderate quantity and exorbitant 
price. It also includes expenses which exceed what is usual or proper as well as expenses which 
are unreasonably high, and beyond just measure or amount. They also include expenses in excess 
of reasonable limits." 
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disallowed 

Following the guidelines laid down in Madera v. Commission on 
Audit,45 the following persons shall be li:1.ble for the subject 
disallowance: 

(a) All ZC-\VD officials and employees who received the 
financial subsidy, as passive recipients, are liable to return the amount 
they individually received based on solutio indebiti. 

(b) Aside fi-om what they have received by virtue· of Board 
Resolution No.. 206, the Board shall be solidarily liable for the 
disallowed amount on account of their unauth~xized and imprudent 
directive to pay the s1 .• l-bject financial subsidy. 

WHEREFORE, the Decision dated August 28, 2014- and the 
Resolution dated 1.Vfarch 9, 2015 of the Commission on Audit, 
Commission Proper, which upheld Notice of Disallowance No. 10-
127(09) dated Sept,;mber 7, 2010 amounting to rS,127,523.00 are 
AFFIRMED WITH MODIFICATION in that the ZCWD Board of 
Directors shall be snJiqarily liable for the disallowed amount while the 
passive recipients iihall be liable to return only what they had 
individually received. 

SO ORDERED. 

Associate Justice 

45 G.R. No. 244128, Sepk;,-,ber 8, 2020. 
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WE CONCUR: 

~~~£ 
(On official leme) 

ESTEL . PE AS-HERNABE 

11ssociate Justice 

AMY C ~~-.TAVIER 

;A~UE~ 
Associate Justice 
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(On official leave) 
MARVIC M.V.F. LEONEN 

Associate Justice 

(On official leave) 
EDGARDO L. DELO~ SANTOS 

Associate Justice 

RICA. 
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CERTIFICATION 

Pursuant to Section 13, Article VIII of the Constitution, I certify 
that the conclusions in the above Decision had been reached in 
consultation before the case was assigne the wr_.· 1·ter of Vinion of 
the Court. ~ 

DIOSDAH , M._PERALTA 
ChiejJustice 

f. E i{rr, F! ED l'!~ li E C() r-,·-~. 

' 

Supn·mc Coun 


